
THE VISIT TO GLAS TRÖSCH
Anton Braun, Director of Production at Glas

Trösch comments: “Theoretically, you can do a
lot of figuring on paper. The reality of putting
theory into practice can really only be proven
under tangible production conditions: What is
the actual cycle time?.. how cleanly does the
machine work?.. and so on and so on”. Anton
Braun walks down the last few stairs towards
the production hall in Memmingen, Germany,
where he has been Director of Production since
1990. With over 150 employees, Memmingen
is one of the most important locations of the
Trösch Group. This facility is not only one of
the groups largest production sites, it is 

s has always been the case, most spac-
ers are filled manually with desic-
cant. Industry insiders consider there

are two main reasons for this. Firstly, many of
the new automatic desiccant fillers are still in
their “infancy” regarding their development and
secondly, manufacturers have not yet managed
to take advantage of this progressive technology
by making it attractive to customers. 

Now, however, automatic filling has reached
full maturity, as clearly illustrated by the exam-
ple of Glas Trösch in Memmingen, Germany,
where the new desiccantfiller AT from
Bystronic has been in usefor a year with excel-
lent result, says the company.

The Bystronic
desiccant filler

AT at Glas
Trösch
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also one of its most important logistics centres. 
Arriving at the end of the staircase, Braun

stands still and points with an outstretched
right arm to the far side of the hall. “It’s over
there”, says Braun adjusting his glasses. “It” is
an insulating glass production line from the
Bystronic Technology Center Lenhardt, which
began production here in Memmingen in June
2004. At the time, the facility still used manu-
al desiccant filling. 

Customers get what they want – that is com-
pany philosophy at Glas Trösch. In actual 
practice, this absolute dedication to customer
satisfaction results in a significant mix in pro-
duction, as well as orders, both of which vary

greatly in size. Expectations for the insulating
glass line are correspondingly high.

Anton Braun continues: “Most of the insulat-
ing glass we produce here goes directly to win-
dow manufacturers. Because of that, this line
runs through almost the entire bandwidth of insu-

In presenting its recent achievement
in speeding up and making more
productive the assembly of IG units -
the desiccantfiller AT - Bystronic
takes us on a virtual visit to one of
its clients - Glas Trösch – where the
Director of Production shows us
round. The advantage of seeing the
machine up and running in real
working conditions is becoming more
and more important to see the
characteristics and benefits in real
life situations.

Anton Braun,
Director at
Production of
Glas Trösch



116 lating glass products: spacers made of alumini-
um, stainless steel and plastic as well as muntin
frames” Braun heads to the glass insulating line
with a sense of purpose. The decision to switch
from manual to automatic desiccant filling came
shortly after it became known that Bystronic had
developed a new prototype. An initial calculation
indicated that using the desiccantfiller AT for
Glas Trösch would result in significant potential
in order to optimize production. 

DESICCANTFILLER AT AT WORK
By now, Anton Braun has almost crossed the

hall. He stops just in front of the automatic des-
iccant filler and points at the three loading cars
called “feeders” waiting in a row in front of the
desiccantfiller AT for final handling. 40-50
spacers are suspended from each one in all con-

ceivable formats, with and without muntins. But
what appears at first glance to be a mass of con-
fusion actually has a system.

Braun explains “It often happens here that we
have three different size formats on ten spacers.
The reason is that we are always trying to keep
individual orders together whenever possible.”
Smiling he adds: “But it doesn’t matter to the
machine what comes through – it just fills
everything.” As he is still speaking, the auto-
matic desiccant filler takes the first frames from
the feeder. Two multifunction tools start work-
ing on the long sides of the spacers from the left
and right. After a short drilling noise, you can
already hear the desiccant trickling into the alu-
minium frame.

“Since we installed the new automatic desic-
cant filling station, we have become significant-

The
desiccantfiller
AT and feeder



ly more flexible”, Braun interrupts. “Now we
simply fill up three to four feeders and achieve
a larger buffer at the beginning of the line
through pre-sorting. That makes perfect timing
production easier for us.” 

This is one of the most important key advan-
tages to automatic desiccant filling. Although
automatic filling has no effect on cycle time,
the larger buffer ensures that delays can be
caught in pre-production. For example, if a
spacer bender fails, the cycle time of the line
can still be maintained. 

The desiccantfiller AT takes, with the aid of
its metal grippers, the next frame from the feed-
er, accompanied by a soft, even buzzing. Braun
watches as the spacer that has already been filled
moves down and runs along the conveyor belt to
the butyl applicator. “We see the next important

improvement at this stage,” Braun
explains. “Earlier, we had to take
every individual frame after filling,
by hand and place it on the convey-
or belt. Now the desiccantfiller AT
moves the frames on to the butyl
applicator automatically. That means
an important improvement in
automation for us with a reduction in
manufacturing procedures. The
computer-controlled transfer of
frames works magnificently.”

COLLABORATION BETWEEN THE
TWO COMPANIES

Everyone at Glas Trösch was well
aware from the beginning that the
desiccantfiller AT was a prototype.
However, there were no significant
production delays while the machine
was being installed, which Braun
attributes above all to good team-
work with Bystronic. “The desic-
cantfiller AT manufacturer, Thomas
Tast, got stuck into the job by assem-
bling it himself. The most important
thing for him was to see his machine
in operation as soon as possible.
We’ve been working together with
Bystronic successfully for 29 years.
If all you need to do is make one call
and you have the right contact per-
son immediately, then that is really
saying something.”
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When asked, Thomas Tast is also extremely
pleased with how the two companies cooperate. 

“Working together with Glas Trösch was
ideal for us in terms of timing. Our prototype
was just ready and then we had a partner in the
form of Trösch with whom we were able to test
and optimize the inner workings of the device
under production conditions. At the same time,
we have ensured that we accommodate our cus-
tomer’s comments, which has allowed us to
continually update and improve our AT desic-
cant filler. Of course, what makes the switch
from manual to automatic filling so easy is the
position of the machine,” explains Thomas Tast.
“The desiccant filler is always the first element
in the insulating glass line. Therefore, unlike a
washing machine or press, production can con-
tinue to run normally during the conversion
without major interruption.” 

In Memmingen, Anton Braun watches with
satisfaction as the desiccantfiller AT takes the
last frame from the feeder. “We are still reach-
ing the average hourly number of pieces we
need to. Depending on the type of frame, we are
even running significantly above it in some
cases.” Braun is sure of one thing: “Based on
the results we see today, we would switch over
from manual to automatic desiccant filling
again time after time.” �
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